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COLLEGE RECTOR ADDRESSES
MALDEN COUNCIL OF KNIGHTS
Father Gallagher Talks Before Santa Marians.
New Jersey Jurist Also Is Feature
Speaker at Gathering
On Friday evening, October 12,
MR. ADELMAN
Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, S.J.,
college,
President of the
addressed DONATES LETTERS
a gathering of over five hundred
Knights of Columbus of the Santa
Maria council at the State Armory,
Thompsonian Exhibitor
Maiden. The occasion was the 40th
Honors B. C. Library
anniversary of the foundation of
this large and benevolent group.
The Rector's talk, which was a deRev. Terence L. Connolly, S. J.,
fiance of Communism and an exof English at the Gradprofessor
Knights
hortation to the assembled
School,
uate
informs us that Seyvaliant
their
battle
to continue
mour Adelman, who brought his
against this insidious foe, was well
received and enthusiastically ap- exhibition of Francis Thompson
manuscripts and first editions to
plauded.
A distinguished guest who shared the college last fall, has recently
honors with Father Rector as prin- presented the college with two
cipal speaker was Judge Mathews autographed letters of Coventry
of New Jersey, a leader of Catholic Patmore. One of these letters is to
a contemporary poet, William AlAction and a native son of Maiden.
lingham, complimenting him on his
well
known
to
Judge Mathews is
all Bostonians, for at the Boston poetic works; the other is to an unCollege Commencement of last known correspondent, a woman who
June, when the honorary degree of evidently had criticized unfavorably
LL.D. was conferred upon him, he Patmore's earlier poems. In it are
delivered an address which brought some remarks relative to the meaning of "The Victories of Love."
paeans of acclaim from His Eminence, William Cardinal O'Connell, These remarks have considerable
and all others so fortunate as to critical value.
hear him.
day
Judge
Earlier in the
Mathews was the guest of Father RADIO DEVOTEES
at luncheon and later reviewed with him the struggle with
Fordham upon Alumni Field.
An interesting feature of the
evening was the souvenir booklet
distributed to all present. Its fiftytwo pages contained a history of
the Santa Maria Council, written by
our assistant librarian, Mr. John
O'Loughlin, and pictures of Father
Gallagher.
Rector

Touring Students

Present Volume
Italians Pay Tribute to
Father Gallagher

INITIATE 1934
SEASON, THURS.
The first regular meeting of the
Boston College Radio club will be
held on Thursday, at 2:45, in the
Radio room, 5206. All who are interested in amateur radio are invited to attend.
Code Practice
Courses in code-practice and lectures in the theory of radio will be
inaugurated in the near future, in
order to assist those who wish to
obtain an amateur operator's license.
Experience Not Necessary

No previous experience is necesto become a member of the
sary
Word has been received from St.
Mary's Hall that the delegation of club. Those who cannot attend this
Italian students, representing uni- meeting may hand in their names
versities of Italy and touring this at the Radio room or the Physics
country for purposes of good-will, office.
on their recent visit to Boston Col-
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9:30
10:00
10:45
11:00
11.15
12:00
12:45
1:05
1:50

Mass
Instruction
Recess
Rosary
Instruction
Recess
Way of the Cross
Instruction
Benedictoin

Juvenes Americae
Foederatarum civitatum
Sodalibus Salutem Dicunt,

General

Ut Urbem Conveniant
Ad Lictoriales Ludos
Spectandos, Qui, Dum Nova
Attenaei Sedes Dicatur
iMense Agentur Aprili Insequentis
Anni, XIIIA Fascibus Restitutis.

The Greek Academy will
hold its first meeting this
afternoon, Wednesday, Oc
tober 17, at 3 o'clock, in Tower

\

Room 117.
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Foch

Tracing Foch's career from his
early youth, Mr. Mercier showed
that the noble Frenchman sacrificed
many opportunities by his adherence to Catholic faith and ideals.
Likewise, the military genius of
Foch in combating an apparently
invincible foe was stressed in the
talk.

Eosque Tota Mente Rogant,

I

Mercier Traces Career of
Foch

S
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Discussion Next Week
Next -week a general discussion
will be held in the Academy on the
"Effect of the Assassination of
King Alexander and M. Barthou on
World Politics."
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Genial Freshman Ignores

Pitfalls

Besetting Career

There is, in the Freshman Class, entrance examinations, including
Boston College, one Joseph trigonometry, and was admitted to
Butler. This youth, although he the A.B. course at Boston College in
has been afflicted by blindness, has the class of 1938.
not been prevented by the loss of
So far, Mr. Butler has been able
one of his faculties from gaining to get most of his text books in the
the most knowledge that he possi- Braille. He has, however, found it
bly can. In his own words, "Blind- quite difficult, in fact almost imness is just like having a crippled possible, to acquire a Greek gramleg, you soon learn to adjust your- mar written in the Braille. It was
self, and after a while you can get first thought that a Greek book
along pretty well."
might be bought in England, but
This statement of Joe Butler's word came from London last week
shows, as perhaps nothing else can, that this would be impossible. The
the pluck and the tenacity that American Red Cross has, since then,
drives him on; the spirit that aids been trying to procure the necessary
him in carrying on his fight, despite books, but they too, have met with
the fact that he has been deprived no success. In the meantime Mr.
of perhaps his most important Butler has been learning the elefaculty.
ments of Greek Syntax by having
Born in South Boston, Mr. Butler it read to him, and thus memorizing
received his early education under it. He possesses a very retentive
the tutelage of the Sisters at St. memory and although quite modest
Augustine's Parochial School. After about it, the writer discovered from
seven years he transferred to the the Sophomore, Joseph Downes,
Perkins Institute for the Blind, in who helps him about school, and
Watertown, Mass. Joe spent five drives him home, that one needs
years studying at this institution, only to read him a chapter in Evicompleting a college preparatory dences or in English and Mr. Butcourse, and yet still finding time to ler will retain it fully, and in detail.
study the piano and automobile
So far, Mr. Butler has been
mechanics. In fact he is quite doing pretty well in his studies. Alproud of his ability to take a Ford though he has to spend considerably
motor apart, repair it, and put it more time on his studies than the
together again.
average freshman, yet he hopes that
Last June, after he graduated when he becomes more acclimated
from the Watertown institution, Mr. to Boston College he will be able
Butler applied for admission to to take part in some of the extraBoston College. He passed all the curricular activities.
at

Western Maryland to Offer Stiff Battle to
Visiting Boston Warriors?B. C. Primed
for Attack
RAMS WIN 6-0
ON LONG RUN
But Is Unfortunate
Counteracting a first period butt
in the form of a 63-yard touchdown
run, the Eagle pushed the Ram
back on its haunches for the remaining three periods before 22,000
thrilled spectators of the holiday
clash, finally bowing in defeat by a
six to nothing score.
Mindful of last year's humiliation
at the Polo Grounds, the Maroon
and Gold played with such a
ferocity that the title-bent Fordham team was on the defensive
throughout the fray, and only
fortunate breaks, coming at crucial
moments, allowed the Rams to return to New York with an unblemished seasonal record.
The Bronx team struck early in
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)

ECONOMISTS HEAR
LYDON SPEAK ON
MACHINE AGE

music room of Boston College High
School. As this meeting was the

occasion of the four hundredth anniversary of the founding of the
Jesuit Order, The Rev. J. F. X.

Murphy, S.J., of Boston College, was
the chief speaker. His talk was devoted to the history and spirit of this
order, telling of the hardships and
sufferings which men went through
in order that this great teaching
The speaker exposed numerous body could persevere. Father Murfallacies in her system, especially phy then brought to light a few of
the abuse of Psychotherapy. The the
great works accomplished by the
talk contained excerpts from Mrs. Jesuits the world over.
Eddy's writings, demonstrating
Mercier President
complete defiance of logic. The audience received it enthusiastically.
Professor Mercier of Harvard,
A publicity committee consisting President of the Sodality, introduced
of John Taglino, '35, John Regan, Father Murphy who, at the conclu'35, Francis P. Donovan, '36, and sion of his splendid talk, received
Brenton Gordon, '36, was appointed a great deal of applause.
by the prefect, William J. FitzIt might be added that it was very
simmons, '35. Next week's meeting gratifyng to those at the head of
will feature John McGee, '35, whose this Sodality to know that this
topic will be, "Mrs. Patterson and meeting was the largest and most
Dr. Phineas P. Quimby." All who succesful one that has been held
are interested are invited to attend. since the sodality was started.

The Boston College Eagle soars
southward this week to encounter
the Green Terrors of Western
Maryland. In former years Western
Maryland has managed to provide
plenty of opposition for B. C. and
this year should be no exception.
The outstanding backfield man for
Western Maryland, Bill Shepherd, is
no stranger to B. C. grid fans. This
will be Bill's third encounter with
the Eagle. As a Sophomore he
played a prominent part in holding
Boston to a2O to 20 tie. Last year
he was a thorn in the Eagle's side
all afternoon. Dick Harlow rates
Shepherd as one of the two best
backs he has coached. The other
was Eddie Tryon who played under
Harlow at Colgate and was named
All-American. In sixteen games
Shepherd scored 157 points and
kicked twenty-three out of twentysix attempted points after touchdowns. He carried the ball 299
times for a total yardage of 1952
yards?an average of six and a
half yards on each attempt.
Harlow has 15 seniors on his
squad this year so it can be seen
that the Terrors cannot be classified as a green club. The starting
ends will be chosen from among
Andy Gorki, Louis Lassahan and
Johnny Blissman.
Blissman was
picked as an All-Maryland end. The
tackle squad includes Tom Pontecarvo, the intercollegiate heavyweight boxing champ,
Webster
Lucas, Louis Kaplan and Sam
Fleagle. The guards number Bill
Campofreda, George Jones, Clement
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

At a meeting of the Economics
Academy yesterday Clement A.
O'Brien, '35, president, introduced
James E. Lydon, '35. "Have Machines Proved to be a Detriment or
a Benefit to Mankind?" the subject
on which Mr. Lydon spoke, proved
interesting.
Mr. Raferty, assistant moderator,
spoke on "The Psychology of Employment
Seeking,"
giving
his
views of the manner in which to
Begun
seek employment and the obstacles Concerted
which will confront you.
for New Class
Mr. Cahill, S.J., moderator, gave
a short talk, congratulating the
speakers and also commenting on
Concerted action was taken by a
their speeches.
group of twenty-five students who
have organized a newly formed Italian Club, in sponsoring a petition to
Treat
install the study of the Italian language at Boston College.
Prince
Christi lanella, '36, presided over
the meeting, which was held in T 201
Wednesday, Oct. 10. Several stuA representative group of potential historians convened in the "Mu- dents discussed the fact that there
seum" last Wednesday to hear John are more pupils desiring to study
McCarthy, '35, president, treat of Italian than Spanish or German.
that striking personality, Prince The chairman indicated that stuMetternich of Austria, who assumed dents who have chosen Italian in
the lofty position in European poli- their high school curriculum cannot
tics vacated by Napoleon, and who further their course in college.
Since, he holds, Holy Cioss has a
for thirty years caused Europe to do
course in Italian, with the willing
his bidding.
co-operation of the men one may
The speaker considered the purposes and nature of the Congress of be installed at Boston College. StuVienna, at which Metternich came dents who are interested are kindly
to be the most eminent figure in requested to see the class represenpolitical Europe. The vital and uni- tatives listed below:
B. Goglla, '35; C. lannella, 36; A.
versal effects of this history-making
Cataldo,
37; L. Marinello, '38.
congress
constituted the subject

Students Plan
Italian Academy
Action

Grover Cronin, '35
Catholic Alumni
Commemorate Date
Discusses Faith
of Mrs. Eddy
of Jesuit Founding Historians
A meeting of the Catholic Alumni
Sodality was held last week in the
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INDOMITABLE EAGLES WILL
ENCOUNTER "GREEN TERRORS"

Boston Outplays Fordham

On Monday afternoon, October 15,
at 2:45 o'clock, the Senior-Junior
Sodality convened in Senior Hall to
hear the second in a series of lectures on Christian Science delivered
their visit.
With great insight and lucid ex- by Grover Cronin, '35. In his
Following is the formal greeting pression, Louis Mercier delivered paper, "The Metaphysics of Chris?
read by one of the Italian students an interesting discourse on the pertion Science," Mr. Cronin briefly
to Rev. Fr. Rector and guests as- sonal qualities and the achieve- examined the chief doctrines of
sembled in his office:
ments of France's great war leader, Mary Baker Eddy from a philosophthe late Foch, before the French ical viewpoint.
LICTORII UNIVERSITATUM
Academy last Monday.
Fallacies Exposed
lege donated to the library a large
handsome volume descriptive of the
Universities of Italy. The book is
profusely and beautifully illustrated
in colors and is a fitting souvenir of

Volume XVI.

Austrian

matter of the remainder of his discussion. He concluded with a comment on the probable causes and
actual results of the downfall of
Europe's master diplomat.
Mr. Kirley, S.J., moderator, commented favorably on the exposition
of the subject, and added a few pertinent facts and opinions which he
thought had not been given due con-

sideration.

MANAGING BOARD
There will be a meeting of
the Managing Board of THE
HEIGHTS next Monday afternoon at 2:45, in the office. All
members must be present.
THE MODERATOR.

THE HEIGHTS
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The Boston

Many thousands of people were
impressed last Friday with the
beauty of our surroundings and the
commendable taste used in the erec-

TABLOID

College Heights

October 17, 1934

. but the
tion of our stadium
opinion of one person in particular
.
reached the ears of Tabloid
Mai Stevens, formerly head coach
at Yale and now directing the grid
destinies of New York University,
last Friday scouting
was here
Fordham for the Ram-Violet game,
and the famous Mr. Stevens unhesitatingly remarked that our
football games are played in the
most thoroughly collegiate atmosphere and in the most attractive
college stadium he had ever seen
which is truly a compliment,
.
coming from a man who has
watched gridiron contests from
coast to coast.
?T?
.

By EDDIE O'BRIEN

I
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a

football team played

game which made its adherents justly proud of it, whether
victorious or otherwise, that was the
Boston College eleven of last Fri-

.

Edward L. Fitzmaurice, '36
Circulation Manager

.
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THE TEAM BETRAYED

.

.

.

LAST

By

Austin Astor

European

cities, notably Paris,
France, and characterized his trip

.

day. We won't bother lamenting or
digging up five or six "if's," which
would have rewarded the truly valliant Eagles with a victory .
we'll just show them that we can
lose gracefully even though by such
a slight margin . . . while we throw
back our shoulders, and are proud
in the realization that we have one
of the greatest football teams in
our athletic history . . . and one of
Stuff: we're glad to see that
the greatest coaches in the country. Elmer (Don Juan) Rynne won't let
anybody belittle American woman?T?
hood, because, as he so deftly put
Not one of the Fordham camp it, "There must be a few nice girls
who admits what he thinks, would left."
(Don't know where he
hesitate to tell us that he was sur- thought they had gone.)
it
prised .
Sleepy Jim Crowley was would be very considerate indeed,
all too ready to admit it and thank if, after they have finished eating,
his lucky stars . . . while over students would abdicate the lunchtwenty thousand people realized room in favor of the rotunda, and
early in the game that they were let others tuck away a snack withwatching what is being hailed as out the benefit of somebody's elbow
the acme of Fordham teams being swishing around in his soup
.
completely dazzled and outplayed and that's not entirely sarcasm. . . .
by a scrapping Eagle . . and there
We hope that those who follow
we'll stop reminiscing . . and turn the team to Baltimore will kindly
to future games with a confidence remember that they are Boston Colwhich was born of a superb three lege men, and that strangers are
periods of play that startled the going to form an impression of the
entire football world.
school by their actions
. . now
don't accuse us of waving the wet
blanket . . . that isn't it at all . .
In some colleges it would no
it's just a reminder that we can
doubt be necessary to cajole the
have a good time without injuring
student body to continue its mani- the reputation
of Boston College.
festation of superb spirit, even
And speaking of Baltimore, in
though one game was lost . . . but
case you've never been there .
for two reasons we won't have to and
whether you have or not .
. primarily because it hasn't been
it's a great opportunity to get there
necessary for some time at Boston
and back at a most reasonable price
College, so genuine has been the
on the excursion which will follow
loyalty .
. and secondly, because
the team . . and you'll see a real
there's no possibility of such a thing
football game also, as the Terrors
happening after the inspiring fight
of Western Maryland aren't doing
displayed by the Eagles last Saturbadly at all.
day , . . and he who would think of
letting such a team down wouldn't
fit very well into the scheme of
things on University Heights.
.

William H. G. Giblin, '35
Business Manager

John J.

EVER

a

.

Joseph E. Donovan, Jr., '35
Managing Editor
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College,

Mr. George Finn, '36, of West
Roxbury and Scituate, Mass., is
studying scholastic philosophy at
the college of arts and sciences.
During the summer, Mr. Finn
spent several weeks in various

ones present
by an informal
causerie, which was kindly given by
Mrs. Austin McCarthy (a friend of
Boston College) in the Stylus room
on Thursday, October the fourth.
The subject of Mrs. McCarthy's
talk was, "Through the Rotunda
With Gun and Camera," and was
replete with delightful reminiscences of Mrs. McCarthy's interesting and varied experiences in the
interior.
Mrs.
McCarthy
is a
veteran of two former expeditions,
made in the company of her hus-

The few fortunate

as "highly enjoyable."

delighted

were

Mr.

band,

Austin

McCarthy,

of

Flushing, and the Riviera.
Mrs.
McCarthy came here as a special
favor to, and in the interests of
the Academy of Higher Studies
(affectionately known as the "H S
Academy"), through the kindness of
Messrs. Augustine W. Brewin, '36,
of Everett, and Joseph Weston McCarthy, of Cambridge and Cotuit,

Massachusetts.
After Mrs. McCarthy had finished
speaking, members and guests of
the Academy were invited to ask
questions, and to come forward and
meet Mrs. McCarthy personally,
after the period for questions was
over. Mr. Walter McDonough, '36,
of Boston and Salisbury Beach, and
acting chairman of the Entertainment committee, briefly expressed
the Academy's thanks, and said that
it was very kind of Mrs. McCarthy
to come.
Mr. Joseph Weston McCarthy is
a member of the class of 1938 at
Boston College.

*

*

*

Mr. Joseph P. "Massa" Murray
has returned from his sabbatical to
resume his studies at the college of
arts and sciences. During his absence Mr. Murray has been doing
extensive research on the whys and
wherefores of the so-called Depression. Mr. Murray's return is most
welcome at this time, as he is one
of the more popular members of
the "smart set" at the Heights.
*

*

*

Baron

Edward L. Fitzmaurice,
that the circulation
situation at the Heights is well
under control.
Mr. Fitzmaurice,
you know, is the bright little man
who makes the rounds of the dormitories every week and puts a
'36,

reports

copy of The Heights under every
student's door.
*

*

*

Mr. George F. Mahoney, of Dorchester and Poland Spring, Maine,
was wearing a very fetching maroon
cape with hood effect at the football match between Boston College
and Fordham University on Friday,
October the twelfth.
*

*

*

FRIDAY, some twenty- have been falsely based, but it was
Mr. Paul Vincent Power, of Dorone thousand persons
were efficacious. If the Boston College
chester and Wessagussett, Mass.,
treated to the bitterly ridiculous students had fed their team the
and unfortunate spectacle of a team same realization of a successful
was quaffing wassail with Mr. Jack
Curtin, '18, at the Red Hat after
kicking longer punts, making more destiny, they would have been prethe game. Later in the evening Mr.
than three times as many first pared for victory when it was tossed
Power made a most welcome apdowns, losing less than half as much to them. They would not have
pearance at the reception tendered
yardage by penalties, completing fumbled it, being obsessed by the
the gentlemen from Fordham, at
ten times as many and a greater knowledge that it was too good to
the Hotel Bradford on Tremont
percentage of passes, rushing?outbe true.
For between the two yard line
Street.
side of sixty-seven yard run by the
Mr. John Joseph O'Malley, a very
five yards less and the goal line, there is a treopposition?only
popular member of the college's
than the opposition, threatening mendous gap which not all the
Among the notables who were
younger set, is continuing his study seen at the dansant were Messrs.
their goal line time and again, and hopes in the world can bridge. For
of the humanities. This year he is James "Duke" Connors, ex-'36,
yet never able to score against this hope is an insidious poison, a
of
engaged in a comprehensive study Brighton,
them.
homeotoxic against confidence.
Mass., and Allan F.
What did Fordham have that Against mass despair, one can reof the genus of poetry, and by the Boyce (also ex-'36), of Dorchester
end of next year he hopes to have Lower Mills.
Boston College didn't have ? Ford- act. One can say, "No, we will not
hr.; 1 had a team, it is true.
completed a systematic study of
This lose." But hope, when confidence
rhetoric as well. Mr. O'Malley is
team may be superior to Boston's. is due, is much more subtle and
making his studies in three different
But from the actual evidence pro- malign. It palliates the intellect,
languages at the same time, and is
Try-outs for new candidates
duced on the field, we have no rea- when the will should be inflamed.
There will be a important
a member of the class of 1938.
to
conclude
that
the
Rams
were
the
tomorrow
?T?
object,
Monday,
Club,
son
Its
like
which
Oct.
meeting of all candidates for
of Glee
not slightly inferior to our own never comes, systematically re22, in the music room, opthe Varsity Fencing team at
Telegram to New York: Fordham
team. Boston College had a team treats into the blind fastnesses of wins by six points and the grace of
posite the cafeteria.
11:20, in GlO2.
Mr. George Mahoney is doing as
which should have won. But Ford- the future.
God?Crowley.
well as might be expected.
ham, the team and the student
It is treason to hope when one
body, had something else, which is should have utter confidence. For
quite as important. It had confi- in merely hoping, one puts a check
dence.
and damper on intention, one says
In the student organ of Fordham, implicitly: "Don't be too sure of
"The Ram," their sports columnist yourself."
When such a spirit is
PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
pointed out that "the first big prevalent, a team is retarded by
Under management of
hurdle the Ram would have to take those who should impel it; it is obOTHER WELL KNOWN PUBLICATIONS
would be St. Mary." The Fordham- sessed when it ought to be enthused.
St. Mary game, need we point out, A certain undergraduate was advisLlBerty 3355-3356
Send for Estimates
comes next Saturday. There was a ing all his friends to bet, not on the
news article about the trip to the question of which team would win,
Remember: We do Political Printing at Reasonable Prices
"Beantown," with facetious ref- but whether B. C. would win by
Fine Foods
Reasonable Prices
erences to the pleasant and enjoy- three or more touchdowns. If his
able week-end which was antici- attitude was general, Boston College
pated.
But any indication that would be compelled to win, and the
Boston might win, that the Eagles wagers might even have been made
would give the Rams anything re- good. But poise is the one disease
ITTn the class of mammals,the]
it \z> .however,Possible though
sembling a struggle, was conscien- which is not contagious among the
STEpS ARE NOT
THE
\ EAR FROM PROBABLE THAT TH£
AMD
FISHES
AMPHIBIANS
ARE
tiously and conspicuously ruled out. Boston Irish in general, or Boston
CLOSELY UNITED BV THE LEPIDOSIREN
PROGENITORS Of MAM
(^\f§ )P> FFI CULT- WCS> --So ox
Fordham was confident, and de- College men in particular. Let us
C2
DIVErgGED.ETCETC,
AND NATURALISTS LONG
termined to win.
know anything, let us suffer the
At Boston, things were different. most appalling injury and defeat,
There was great talk about a but let us not realize our own
"Fordham onslaught." There were strength.
If we are going to beat Holy
extended and explicit notices about
the "power" of the Fordham team, Cross, for instance, it will only be
about the "200-lb. line from end to by replacing our futile hopes with
end," which was entirely a product a confidence which the team deof the Chestnut Hill imagination. serves and which it is our duty to
So, on the Heights, we were "eager," stimulate. At Fordham, they are
"hopeful."
We "looked forward" severely suffering from a superito a victory. But we did not antici- ority complex. At Worcester an
pate one. The keynote at Boston overwhelming epidemic of Rose
College was hope, not confidence.
Bowl fever is raging. Let us follow
The manifest power of the two the lead of our Jesuit rivals and
Oopyrlah.. 1931, 11. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
teams shows that Fordham was delete from our lexicon, as they
Wff^FF^TW^^^?? mbm^?
over-confident and that "the B. C. have already cut it out, the unutTHE HIGHEST STAGE; IM THE
boys more than satisfied our exterable monosyllable, fail. For it
AQQ
ATIUJV
of smorin6 Tobacco
evouttion
pectations."
But the confidence is better for a student body to be
with which the New Yorkers were confident, determined, and look like
tht
imbued gave them a poise and a fool, than wistfully hopeful and
surety without which they would act like one.
have lost. Their assurance may
S. F.
.
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joins with

the faculty,

student-body,

and

alumni of the college and particularly with the Class of 1933, in
extending deepest sympathy to Paul Ruttle of that class, on the
recent death of his father.
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entitled to
HEIGHTS

when it is issued Wednesday
noontime each week. Because
some students seize several
copies, the editors have at
times been embarrassed when
it came time to send out copies
to our subscribers, exchanges

and advertisers.

Please take

only one copy, and if the girl
friend wants a copy, we shall
be glad to add her name to our
list of subscribers, for the usual subscription fee of 52.00.
Also please do not throw

used copy of THE
HEIGHTS around the rotunda
or corridors or out on the
grounds. The editors and all
self-respecting students are
your

STRONG FRIAR
TEAM TOPPED
BY FRESHMEN
In a fiercely contested game at
the Cycledrome in Providence on
Columbus Day the Eaglets overcame the Providence College Freshmen to the tune of 6-0, Tom Guinea
going over in the second quarter for
the lone tally of the game.
Kissel commenced the scoring
drive by intercepting a Providence
forward pass on his own thirtyyard line and running it back sixty
yards before he was tackled. A
pass from Guinea to Cahill then
netted about seven yards. An offtackle smash followed and was
stopped about half a yard from the
goal, whereupon Guinea crashed
through to score.

The B. C. Freshmen played a denot proud on Wednesday afterfensive
first quarter and were slow
the
litproperty
noons to see
in starting.
The Friar novices
the
copies
with
torn
of
tered
score
threatened
to
three times but
newspaper.
excellent
work
the
in
crises was the
THE EDITORS.
salvation of the Eaglets. Special
commendation
was deserved by
Blandori, Koslowski, Perrault, Martin, Cohen and Craig.
FROSH STRONG
In the final half, Providence was
consistently outplayed and constiFOR DIFFICULT
tuted a menace on but one occasion
1934 SCHEDULE when
pass from midfield to the
visitors' thirty-yard line was comLast Friday afternoon the unde- pleted. Thereafter, the play ranged
feated Boston College Freshmen continually in midfield and in the
topped the strong yearling team at defensive zone of the home team,
Providence College by a 6 to 0 score. who had frequent recourse to kickWalter Bryan, a 185-lb. fullback ing.
Following the win at Providence
from Quincy, intercepted a Friar
the squad was banqueted at the
pass and ran 85 yards to the ProviFrom this Hotel Narragansett and entertained
dence 15-yd. stripe.
point Tom Guinea, stellar Eaglet's at the State Theatre, where they
were called upon for Boston College
190-11). halfback from New Hampton School, crashed over the goal songs and cheers.
BEAT W. MARYLAND!
line to register the only touchdown
of the game.
Last year, Coach Bill Boehner came ill, with results similar to the
misfortunes attending upon the late
brought his charges through a successful season, with a record of 5 "Cav" during' recent years.
In the first game of the season
wins and 2 losses. With the material
for
the
1934
itself
the
Green Terors played a scoreless
presented
that
football season, the class of 1938, tie with Villanova, a future B. C.
under the able tutelage of Dutchman opponent. Last week they trampled
Bill, assisted by Randy Wise and Albright under a 49 to 0 score.
"Ike" Ezmunt, is destined to be one Scores of previous B. C.-Western
of the best Frosh clubs ever seen Maryland games:
at the Heights.
1931?8. C, 19; W. M., 13.
Undoubtedly, the best backfield
1932?8. C, 20; W. M., 20.
prospect is found in the person of
1933?8. C, 12; W. M., 9.
Tom Guinea, a 190-lb. lad from East
Bridgewater, who starred at New
Hampton School.
Some of the backs who are playing a good game at this early stage
of the season are Ollie Laßonde
(180)
of Cambridge Latin and

Eagle'
s
Eye
Thru The
BILL KEAN
temptation is often great following a loss such as that suffered by the Maroon and Gold on Columbus Day to trot out the
usual stereotyped encomiums citing the gallant brand of football displayed by the home forces. There are stock phrases aplenty to cover
such situations, ideally suited for the purpose. We intend, however,
to avoid anything verging on a eulogy. Such stuff smacks too much
of funeral panegyric.

THE

ON TO MARYLAND!

Howard Clothes provide
a sensible solution to
your clothes problems

Fordham was the winner and we congratulate them on their
Boston College was unquestionably the better
good fortune.
team. This is a statement of fact, not conjecture. It is such, at
least, if the unanimous opinion of the experts means anything,
experts whose jobs depend upon a highly developed faculty for
discovering the strong points and flaws in the respective systems
of rival grid machines, and presenting them to a critical football
following in an impartial manner.
Again we might indulge in a statistical orgy, indicating the
superiority of Boston's kicking and passing games, etc., ad nauseam,
but, we repeat, post mortems make dull reading. The Eagle offers no
apology nor need he. The immediate future with its own particular
problems presents itself for the consideration of him who for us remains The King of Birds.

TO MARYLAND!
Apart from the game itself, a number of discussions cropped
up subsequently which seemed important enough to rate limited
discussion. There was some question as to whether the Maroon
jersied back who galloped down the side line close to the B. C.
bench for a score which was disallowed, stepped offside as claimed.
On that particular play your columnist happened to be sitting
exactly three yards from the side line at the 50-yard stripe where
his duties as football manager had called him. Hence, in spite of
the fact that (as we were informed) one unnamed critic from his
perch somewhere up in the crow's nest declared with indisputable
finality against the official decision, Joe McKenney saw, and I
saw, and the Fordham back knew that HE STEPPED OFFSIDE!
(and I say this with all due respect to the eminent scribe.)
Those who followed the team to New York a year ago remember
the Gotham jaunt as one of the social highspots of the year. The
throng that journeyed to Springfield in the face of a driving rainstorm
two weeks ago is proof that the spirit resurrected under the new
athletic regime at Boston College has if possible intensified and crystallized. The Fordham rally carried through under discouraging conditions testifies to the same fact, as also the marvellous demonstration
at Alumni Field on the holiday. Perhaps by this time you guessed our
topic. Right, it's the trek to Maryland! From a glimpse at the fliers
circulated about the administration Building we conservatively opine
that the excursion will cost a few bob. However, the lads seem to be
equal to the occasion, and many's the little blue china pot groaning
A smart majority of the aforemenits complaint at unwonted use.
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Here we understand the apparel preferences of the
college man. We know you want your
You want
yet smart.
clothes comfortable
clothes that will wear well and hold their shape
after months and months of wear and you don't
want to pay a price penalty. Such are the clothes
we have awaiting your inspection.
.
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Howard Suits Topcoats
Overcoats
Tuxedos <ind
Full Dress Suits
.
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BCLOTHES
605 Washington St.
Bet. Avery A Boylston St.

43 Tremont St.
near Scollay Square

mi

tioned lads apparently intend to have what it takes,
occasional sacrifice. See you there!

,?
even

if it means

ON TO MARYLAND!

Austin Lake speaks of the "character of late Boston College
teams" in a recent article in terms of such glowing eloquence that
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)

(granger Rough Cut

Lawrence Academy; Fred "Boney"
Bonin (175) also of Lawrence Academy, and John "Red" Forrestall
(160), a signal caller, from Winthrop High and Cushing Academy.
Now for a few words about the
line prospects. At center we find
Hugo Blandori (180), an outstanding player who prepped at Dean.
John Martin (190) of St. John's
Prep and Vin Craig (187) of Lynn
Classical are the first string guards.
The Eaglets have two powerful
tackles in John Kozlowski (185),
from B. C. High, and Ray Perrault
(195) of Athol High. The wingmen
who have been outstanding to date
are Paul Mahoney (176) of St.
Mary's High, Waltham, and Henry
"Chic" Chiarini (170) of Dean.
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Fighting Eagles
to Face Terrors

a

a country

dime is money

good pipe tobacco'

in Southern Trip
1, Col. 6)
Gerald Commerford and
Ralph Graham.
The veteran, Joe Lipsky, is fighting with Bernie Kaplan, the lightheavyweight boxing champion, for
the pivot position. John McNally
(Continued from Page

Marks,

common-sense

will

probably call the signals for
Bill Shepherd, and two other backs
with the choice lying between Jim
Draper,
Bruce Ferguson,
Pete
Mergo, Jim Woodbury and Paul
Of these, Mergo stands
Burger.
out as a long distance kicker, while
Woodbury

is

an
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118 l It is made by the Wellman

excellent blocker;

in fact he never carries the ball but
specializes in blocking.
Western Maryland adherents are
expecting a great year for their
team with Coach Harlow in the best
health in ten years. They remember that the Green Terrors were
undefeated for two and three-quarter seasons before their coach be-
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NOVEL SOCIAL
PLANNED FOR
B. C. CLUBS
The Malden-Medford B. C. Club
presents an entirely new phase in
dances, for their third annual Hallowe'en Hop, to be held on Thursday, Nov. 1, 1934, at the Putnam
Barn, Danvers. The affair is novel,
inasmuch as it will be a breakfastdance, the first ever held at Boston
College. The dancing, to the strains
of Frank McGinley's orchestra, will
last from 9-2, with breakfast being
served at 1 a.m. The tickets will
be two dollars per couple, including

which missed by inches and the
Rams took over the ball on downs
and shortly after, the half ended.
Starting the second half where
they had left off in the first, the

THRU

McKenney men produced everything
in football but the much-needed
score. For ten minutes it was up
and down and then the Eagles began to go.
After a touch back,
Bob Curran smashed off tackle for
a good gain and then came a Brennan pass to Flaherty, who caught
the ball at midfield. Behind good

interference he seemed headed for a
touchdown, but Miskins, Maroon
center, came up behind Flaherty to
cut him down in Fordham territory.
Again Fordham's goal was threatened and again Crowley's hardcharging line was equal to the task.
But the fourth period provided the
thrills of the game. Starting on
their 25-yd. line, the Eagles made

j j
!

The

Garden Restaurant
and

Cafeteria
to

Nwo, son, we don't know. But your word is final. Did you
catch the ball in the air or off the ground?' And the lad, without
hesitation, said: 'It hit the ground first.'
It cost Freitas a 50-yard run and a momentary glint of
heroism. But it made a shining mark in the lexicon of the college
game.
Because years after the last echo of the crowd's cheers have
faded in his memory, Freitas will still recall that he passed a quiz
on character and refused to sell out for a tinsel bit of glory."

ON TO MARYLAND!
Personal confession
. the caption isn't original with us
. we
copped it from the Fordham RAM
weekly student publication
those gold silks had the lasses purring their admiration . . we wonder
why four B. C. tacklers slipped off Maniaci's thighs
watch for the
form fitting satins the Villanovans sport on Nov. 3 . . . another Notre
Holy Cross, too . . Western Maryland warmed up for
Dame team
the Eagles with Albright, 49-0 . . fashion note: Villanova band will
out-West Point the Army for sartorial splendor . . those two Deans
again . . . Frs. Sheridan and Friary certainly can be helpful to a
helpless football manager . . . and don't forget Revs. Smith and F.
V. SULLIVAN
and Father Rector for personal interest
we
quote from the H. C. TOMAHAWK
. . "in the smooth mechanical
perfection of the Cross' team's play we read a warning to the B. C.
Eagles. A WARNING OF WHAT IS TO HAPPEN" . . . unquote . . .
the caps are our own
looks like a case of intimidation . . thank
heaven our boys can't read . . the Currans again . . our Bobby . . .
and Fordham Joe
and brother Joe
. and Holy Cross Eddie . .
all starring in the backfield . . enterprising, these Currans . . tsk,
tsk . . according to the official intercollegiate football guide . . . p. 209
. . . we borrowed John Pestier's
. . Holy C)-oss LEADS The Alma
Mater . in dual series victories . . 16-10
we can't see "pro"
football . . . still we continue to read Bill Cunningham (v. Yankee
prediction) . . . to increase our vocab . . . and consider him well up
among the gents of the 4th Est. about the Pros . . . the game lacks
the old do or die motive . . . plus of course the pretty gals . . and the
glamorous collegiate traditions
we like Fred Moseley at L. H. B.
a potential death-dealer against the Purple
for .lawn Harvard
Saturday . . . Eddie Casey's club is .
under-rated
H. C. 17
. . . C. U. 6 . . Stuhldreher's swan song? . . . watch Georgetown in
'15 . . . B. C. will defeat The "Rose Bowl" team on Dec 1 . .
one
or two touchdowns . . Fordham will be
defeated twice (thrice?) in '34.
.
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12 Midnight

1916-18 Beacon Street
At Cleveland Circle
\u2605
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AT MARQUETTE

ON RESTORATION

President Roosevelt's recovery
program was vigorously attacked
and defended at the Marquette Debating Society, Tuesday, Oct. 9.

Rev. J. F. X. Murphy Plans

Robert Sennott,'37, and Paul Coughlin, '37, spoke for the affirmative,
and Francis Murphy, '37, and Daniel
Hannigan, '37, defended the negative
side on the question: "Resolved,
that effective measures have been
taken to solve unemployment."
After a spirited discussion the negative side obtained the verdict by a
count of 40 to 27.
The moderator, Mr. Cahill, S.J.,
in his talk to the members emphasized the necessity for eliminating
all witticisms and sarcastic remarks
made in debate at the expense of
one's opponents. He said that such
measures only incur the displeasure
of the judges and are not in harmony with the politeness which is
characteristic of Boston College men.
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COOPERATION TO
SEND BAND ALONG
ON MARYLAND TRIP
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Series of Lectures
This afternoon at 3:00 o'clock in
S 117, Frederick Delaney, '35, will
lecture on the Restoration of the
Bourbons, and the influence of this
event on the contemporary and subsequent history of all Europe.

Next Wednesday, a large assemblage of the student body is anticipated to enjoy the privilege of hearing Rev. J. F. X. Murphy, S.J..
who will deliver his first in a series
of three lectures on Masonry. His
first lecture will consist of an outline of the origin and history of this
powerful organization, which wields
so great an influence in the world
today. Further development of this
vital question will be undertaken by
Father Murphy at the meetings of
the society on November 7 and November 21.
Freshmen in particular are urged
by the Moderator to join the Von
Pastor Historical Society and to
take advantage of its opportunities.

STYLUS TO APPEAR

...

.

Largely through the instrumentality of Rev. Leo J. Gilleran, S.J.,
director of the Musical Clubs, plans
have been arranged to send the
band to Baltimore. The expense is
The first edition of the Stylus has
to be shared by the Athletic Asso- gone to press and soon will be preciation and the students themselves. sented to the student body. AdThe members of the band them- vance reports indicate that this
selves will pay part of their own year's edition is destined for unfare, and the remainder will be pro- usual success.
Deserving credit
vided by contributions from the must be given to the entire staff,
student body, in return for which especially to Paul V. Power, '36;
one of the contributors will be seGrover Cronin, '35; Louis Mercier,
lected by lot to accompany the band '36, and Joseph McCarthy, '38.
to Baltimore as a guest of the MusiInvitations are extended to the
cal Clubs. To another, also selected students to contribute articles
by lot, will be awarded a pair of towards this literary magazine.
tickets to the game between Boston Since the Stylus is a student publiCollege and Holy Cross on Decemcation, more of the students should
ber Ist.
contribute to it.

NEXT TUESDAY

Jtair enough?
time

to

time we tell you facts

about Chesterfield Cigarettes.
We say that Chesterfields are different
from other cigarettes?that the tobaccos
are different, the paper is different, and
the way they are made is different.
Everything that modern Science knows

Beer on draught
A. M.

3, Cols. 5 and 6)
we cannot at the opportunity pass without comment on this undubitable masterpiece.
The incident which is quoted verbatim (such is the quality
of the writing) will be remembered by many still here at the
Heights. Let Mr. Lake tell it: "I RECALL A B. C.-VILLANOVA
GAME of two years ago, when John Freitas, the B. C. safety man,
intercepted a forward pass so close to the turf that none of the
officials could say whether he had 'trapped' it or caught it in
the air.
And as Freitas ran 50 yards upfield the officials nibbled the
nipples of their horns in a fit of uncertainty.
Finally, after an unfruitful huddle, one of them went to
(Continued from Page

FROM

"Like Eating at Home"
6

the Eagle's Eye DEBATE RECOVERY DELANEY TO SPEAK

Freitas and said:

the breakfast.
The committee in charge is: John
Healy, '35, chairman; John Carroll,
'36; William Jesilonis, '36; Edward
Fayne, '37; Frank Keough, '37;
George Murphy, '34; Thomas Cos- a great
bid for a score. Bob Curran
grove, '38; Gerard Coleman, '38.
started it again with a 12-yd. gain
at tackle. On first down, Flaherty
a pass to Avery and then
feinted
EAGLES FAIL TO
shot the ball down to the Fordham
30-yd. line to Curran, who made the
SOAR TO VICTORY
catch
was thrown on the MaIN FINAL DRIVE roon and
21-yd. mark.
Avery and
Curran alternating, B. C. hammered
out a first down to the 11-yd. line,
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
the first period before the game had where another threatened score was
settled into stride. Taking posses- narrowly averted by a desperate
sion of the ball on their 37-yd. line and harassed Ram defense.
Still undiscouraged, the Eagles
after an exchange of kicks, the
Ram backfield shifted into their came back again with Dame Forbox of Notre Dame origin with the tune frowning at their efforts,
fleet Maniaci getting the ball and though the ball never left Fordham
heading off tackle. Hand blocking territory.
Moynihan came in to
passed him over the scrimmage relieve the exhausted Flaherty and
line, where he cut to the left with- filled the air with passes. First to
out slowing down a stride and Avery and then to Furbush, Moynishaking off desperate lunges by a han passed the Eagles to the Ram
bewildered Eagle secondary, the big 20-yd. line for another first down.
halfback completed his long touch- Fading back 15 yards, "Bernie"
down run standing up. The try tossed 35 yards to Cash at the goal
point was missed and at this junc- line, where the ball just trickled off
ture the Eagle team awoke from his fingers into the end zone. Cash
its early game trance with a bang. made a fine effort to make the comStarting midway in the second pletion, but it wasn't in the cards
period the Eagle defense began to for Boston to score.
Shortly after, the game ended
click. Brennan passed to Avery for
a resultant 25-yd. gain. A running with the Eagle still flying high even
play failed and again the Eagles in defeat.
took to the air with Flaherty tossing to Driscoll who was brought
down on the 11-yd. line. In two
stabs at the line Driscoll picked up
four yards.
With time running
short, Flaherty threw two passes

Open from
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A night in

about or that money can buy is used in
making Chesterfield a milder, better-tasting cigarette?a cigarette that Satisfies,
You can prove what we
tell you about Chesterfield.
May we ask you to try them
?that would seem to be fair enough.

BOSTON

means a night at the

CASCADES
This is the collegian's

Utopia, where Joe Rines and
his Orchestra rarely allow
intermissions, where the
floor shows are fair to look
upon, and where the minimum of $2 after nine on

Saturday nights* includes
and beverages.

both food

HOTEL BRADFORD
BOSTON

*Only 51.50 after nine
on oilier evenings
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Where collegians all meet
A good place to eat
Good sandwiches, Hearty beer
Promotes good cheer.
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